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Further induction of renewable energy leads to a bigger gap between load demand and 

overhang. This could be avoided by expensive power net upgrades or better forecasts. A 

further solution, also requested by the government, is the concept of Demand Response. 

This concept is partly utilized in the industry. The inquiry and usage of flexible load potentials 

are in scope for these tasks. 

This potential will be used as a response on the request of short load demand changes, as 

has been agreed in a contract. For this behavior, the paper industry is theoretical suitable, 

but in many times this industry isn´t a part of this concept. The reasons are the sensitive and 

complex processes of papermaking itself. Even very minor influences on sub processes can 

cause a huge effect on the whole production chain. Brakes or shut downs can occur and cost 

a lot of energy to get the process back up again. Due to a cost intensive, risk full and long 

launching phase, a controlled shut down and following up ramping phase is not an option to 

response on load changes. But anyhow, papermakers are asked to fulfill ambitious aims of 

the government and their own federation, to find own flexible load potentials. This gets even 

harder, by taking care of the huge grade diversity of the industry (more than 3000 different 

grades in Europe). The production of each grade asks for an exact set machine and is 

generating a grade specific energy demand. Changes between the grades are routine, but 

are avoided as good as possible, because of the high effort and reject rates during grade 

changes. But especially this grade diversity can be seen as the biggest potential of flexible 

loads in our industry. To generate the potential, a complete new, and often unknown, very 

specific energy and load monitoring is requested. Grade specific analyses of the generated 

data needs to be investigated with respect to load control behaviors. 

The method of grade specific energy balancing, which is very near to reality, will be 

developed in coming investigations. For this purpose, the balance does not base on static 

balance borders, it is rather an analysis of flexible process conditions. The adding of energy 

on minimal masses will allow to interpret mass flows as energy flows. 

Using this way of balancing, it will be possible to predict and evaluate load plans based on 

production plans. Under standard conditions load plans are showing times with high load and 

low load. The difference of the minimal and maximal load to the median load is interpretable 

as a demand response potential. This potential is always checked and compared to the live 

process. So positive and negative demand response potentials can be estimated. 

 

 


